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Tudor & Renaissance Women Quotes: Greeting Cards £9.99

Diane de Poitiers (1499-1566) A French noblewoman, Diane,
widowed young, served several queens of France. Known for her
beauty, elegance, political astuteness and accomplishments, she
became the mistress of Henri, Duke of Orleans, despite being twenty
years his senior. He remained devoted to her, even after his marriage
to Catherine de’ Medici, and Diane wielded great influence when
Henri became king. On Henri’s death, Catherine banished Diane,
who lived out her final years in obscurity.
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Pack cover

'Time…ordinarily
accomplishes more
than reason does'

A pack of 5 greeting cards with quotations from Tudor and
Renaissance women, whether pensive or cynical, whose words still
resonate with us today. The eye-catching patterns are inspired by the
designs of the formal knot gardens of the period. The cards include a
brief description of each quoted historical figure.
Elizabeth I (1533-1603) Elizabeth I is one of England’s most
famous, and successful, monarchs; her forty-five year reign is
described as a ‘Golden Age’. The daughter of Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn, Elizabeth was educated by some of the best minds in Europe.
Her outstanding intelligence stood her in good stead when, after an
adolescence fraught with danger, she became Queen of England,
aged twenty-five.
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'I bend my knee to no
man, unless I choose to'
Marguerite d’Angoulême, Queen of Navarre (1492-1549)
The sister of François I of France, Marguerite made two political
marriages, but was seldom far from her brother’s side. She had
enormous political influence, and was one of the negotiators for the
Ladies’ Peace of 1529. Marguerite was a great humanist thinker, a
supporter of reform in the Catholic church and wrote both spiritual
and secular works, including The Heptameron, a series of amusing
tales modelled on The Decameron.
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'God always helps
madmen, lovers and
drunkards'
Elizabeth I (1533-1603) Elizabeth I is one of England’s most
famous, and successful, monarchs; her forty-five year reign is
described as a ‘Golden Age’. The daughter of Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn, Elizabeth was educated by some of the best minds in Europe.
Her outstanding intelligence stood her in good stead when, after an
adolescence fraught with danger, she became Queen of England,
aged twenty-five.
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